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Abst rac t - - In  thin paper, the existence of penodm solutions for the following nonhnear asymmetric 
oscillator, 
x' = a+y + - a -y -  4- f (x ,y , t ) ,  
yl = _b+x+ + b -x -  4-g (x ,y , t ) ,  
is dmcussed, where a ±, b ± are pomtive constants atmfying 
1 i 1 1 4m 
~+--~- -+~+~-  n 
x ± = max{=t=x,0}, y± = max{±y, 0}, m, n E N, f(x,y,~), g(x,y,t) are bounded, locally 
Lpschltz functions of x, y for fixed t E [0, 27r], 2~r-penodm In t, and the following hmits exist 
lim f (x ,y , t )= F±,~:(t) ~,lam¢ 9(x,y,t  )=  G±,±(t) 
(~) 2005 Elsewer Ltd All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper~ we consider the existence of 2roTe-periodic solutions for the following planar system 
x ~ = a+y + - a y + f (x, y , t ) ,  
y' = -b+x + + b -z -  + g (x, y, t ) ,  
(,-- (,/ 
where a +, b + are positive constants atisfying 
1 1 1 1 4m 
_ _ +  _ _ + - - + - - - - - -  (2) ,/UU ~ vq=-U , /~-  
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x ± = max{ ix ,  0}, y± = max{+y,  0}, m, n E N,  f (x ,  y, t), 9(x, y, t) are bounded, locally Lipschitz 
functions of x, y for fixed t C [0, 2~r], 2re-periodic in t and the following limits exist, 
lim f (x,y,t )  =: F+,± (t), 
x,y---*±oo 
am g (x, y, t) =: G±,± (t) 
x~y--+~oo 
(3) 
Let a + = a -  = 1, b + = a, b- = ~, f _= 0, then (1) is equivalent o the following second-order 
differential equation, 
x" + ~+ - ~x-  = g (~, ~', t), (4) 
with a, t3 satisfying 
1 1 2m 
+ ~ = -7 .  (5) 
Let m = 1, c~ = ~ = n ~, g(x, z' ,  t) = h(t) - g(x), h is 2~r-periodic, g is bounded and the limits 
g(+oc) = lim,,__+±c¢ g(u) ernst. Then, (1) reduces to 
x" + ,~2z + g (x) = h (t). (6) 
Frederickson and Lazer [1], obtained sufficient conditions for the existence of 2~r-periodic solution 
of (6) under the following assumptlons, 
and 
g (-oc) < g (x) < g (+oo), 
g (-o~) < g (+oo), 
Mx CR,  
v@ + B 2 < 2 (g (+oo) - g ( -oo)) ,  
where 
~0 27r ~0 2~r A = h (t) cos nt dr, B = h (t) sin nt dr. 
If b + 7~ b-,  g(x, x', t) = h(t) - g(x), then (1) reduces to 
x" + b+x + - b -x -  + g (x) = h( t ) ,  (7) 
where g is bounded and locally Lipschitz and h is 2~--periodic. If there exists n C N, such that 
2 1 1 2 
n +----~ < ~ + ~- -  < n' (8) 
then Fuhik [2] proved that (7) has at least one 2~r-periodic solution under condition (8). For more 
recent results on the existence of 27r-periodic solutions and two-point boundary value problems 
of (1.4), we refer to [3-7] and the references therein. In this paper, by applying a fixed-point 
theorem, we obtain some sufficient conditions for the existence of 2mTr-periodic solutions if f ,  g 
satisfy the above conditions. 
2. FU(~IK SPECTRUM AND GENERALIZED 
POLAR COORDINATES TRANSFORMATION 
Let a ±, b ± be nonzero constants, we consider the Fuhik spectrum [2] for the following homoge- 
neous plane system, that is, we find conditions for the existence of nonzero periodic solutions to 
the system, 
x I=  a+y +-a  y , (9) 
y~ = -b+x + + b -x - .  
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By reversing time if necessary, we can assume a + > 0. From (9), we see that any nonzero 
periodic solution of (9) must turn around the origin, hence, by the assumption a+ > 0, we get 
a -  > 0. Similarly, we get b + > 0, b- > 0. Next, we shall show that a ±, b ± must satisfy (2). 
Since (9) is positively homogeneous, that is, if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (9), then (kx(t), ky(t)) 
is also a solution of (9) for any positive constant k. We can assume, therefore, that (x(t), y(t)) 
is a nonzero periodic solution satisfying (x(0), y(0)) = (0, 1). It is easy to see this solution turns 
around the origin clockwise. Let tk be the least time for (x(t),y(t)) stays in the k th  quadrant. 
Then, in the first quadrant, (9) becomes 
x' = a+y, 
( lo)  
y' = -b+x, 
hence, by using (x(0), y(0)) = (0, 1), we obtain 
a+y 2 + b+x 2 = a +. (11) 
Substituting (11) into (10), we obtain 
dy 
d--~ = -v /  a+b+ (1  - y2), 
from which we obtain 
Similarly, we can prove 
1 fO 1 dy _ 7r 
Combining above results, we obtain 
7l" 
t2 -  2x/-d-~-~' 
7T 
7r 
t4 = 2 ax/-a--Z~+ 
tl + t2 + t3 + t4 = -~ x/a+b+ + ~ + ~ + " (12) 
Therefore, it follows from (12) that a necessary and sufficient condition for (x(t), y(t)) to be 
periodic is that tl + t2 + t3 + t4 = 2rnTr/n for some m, n E Q+, which implies that (2) holds. 
Moreover, the origin of (9) is a global centre and any nonzero solution of (9) has the same period, 
i.e., 2mTc /n. 
Let (S(t), C(t)) be the solution of the following initial value problem, 
x' = a+y + - a y , 
y' = -b+x + + b -x - ,  (13) 
(o) = o, y (o) = 1. 
Then, it is easy to verify the following equation, 
a + (C + (t)) 2 d- a -  (C -  (t)) 2 -4- b + (S + (t)) 2 d- b-  (S -  (t)) 2 ~ a +, Vt • R. (14) 
For r > 0, 0(mod 21r), we introduce the following generalized polar coordinates transformation 
T :  (x, y) -~ (r, 0) as 
T"  x=drS(~) ,  y -=drC(O) ,  (15) 
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where d = n/(a+m),  w = n/m.  Then, system (1) is changed into the following form, 
O'=w + r-l (t) (c (O) f (x,y,t)- s (O) g(x,y,t)) , 
( (~_)  (~_) ) (16) 
r'=-I S' g(x,y,t)-C' f(x,y,t) . 
02 
For ro >> 1, 0o E R, t c [0, 2rnTr], let (O(t), r(t)) = (0(t; 0o, to), r(t; 0o, to)) be the solution of (16) 
satisfying the initial value, 
(o (o) , r  (o)) = (0o, ~o). 
Then, (0(t), r(t)) has the following expression, 
0 (t) = eo + wt 
+r-l(t) fot [C(~-~) f(x('r) 
r (t) = ro 
l fot  [ (0 (@)  (0(@)  + - s '  g (x (~), y ( r ) ,  ~) - c '  f (x (~) 
02 
where x(t), y(t) are given by (15) 
From (3) and (17), we obtain 
,y(r),r)-- S (~)  g(x(T),y(T),r)] dr, 
, y (T), T)] d~-, 
(17) 
r -1  ( t )  = 7~01 -4- 0 ( tO1)  , 
Going back to (17) and letting 
vt  c [o, 2m~r]. 
we obtain 
0 (t) = Oo + a:t 
Xo (t) = droS ( ~ + t) , 
yo (t) = droC ( O~°w +t ) , 
+to  I fot [C ( ~-~ + r) f (xo (r) , yo (r) , r) - S ( O~° w + r) g (xo (r) , yo (T) , r)] 
Jr- O ( ro l )  , 
r (t) = ro 
1 t 
+ ~ ~o [S' ( O~°w +7") g (x° ('r) 'Y° (r) ' T) -- c' ( O~°w +r) f (x° (r) 
+o(1) .  
dr 




Let 01 = 0(2mTr; 0o, to), rl = r(2mTr; 0o, ro). Then, we obtain 
ol = Oo + 2n~ + r~l~ (04 + o (to1), 




1 lim / Is' +t  g(xo(t) ,yo(t) , t )  c '  , (o)= 5 ,o -~ Jo L - + t f (xo (t), yo (t),t) dr. 
(22) 
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For fixed 0 E R, define the sets, 
A=A(O)={t,s(O+t) > 0, t C [0,2mrr]}, 
B = B (0) = [0, 2mTr]/A (0), 
AI = At (O)= {t [ C ( 0 
A2 = A2(O) = {t [ C ( 0 
+t)  >0, tEA(0)} ,  
+t)_<0, tEA(0)} ,  
+t) >_O, tEB(O)}, 
+t) <_O, tcB(O)}. 
Then, 
(23) 
A1 U A2 = A, B1 u B 2 = B, 
[0, 2m~r] = At U A2 U B1 U B2. 
It follows from (23) that 
÷L)[,,(o÷ 
+t) G+,+(t)-c'(O+t)F+,+(t)] dt 
t) G+,_(t)-c'(O+t)F+_(t)] dt 
t) G_ + (t) - c' ( O + t) F_,+ (t)l dt 
t) G_,_(t)-c'(O+t)F__(t)] dt}. 
(24) 
Let f(x, y, t) = f(t) - H(x, y), g(x, y, t) = g(t) - R(x, y). After some calculation, we have 
A(0) f ( t ) -S t) (t)] dt 
v~-~ \ ¢- j  ¢V  ] + ~ \ ¢~= +-~ - 
] 
4~_ -~-~+ ~--- ÷ ~  ~-_ , 
(25) 
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+ - (g_,+ - H+.+) + (H_,_ - g+,_ )  
co 
a+ a+ 7 
+~_(R_ ,+-R_ ,_ )+~(R+,_ -R+,+)  , 
(25)(cont.) 
where 
H±,±= lira H(x ,y )  R±,±= lim R(x ,y ) .  
x,y--+±c~ ' x ,y~±oo 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions on a ±, b +, f, g be satisfied and let the functions A(9), #(0) be 
given by (24). Suppose one of the following two conditions holds, 
(i) A(O) # O, VO e R, 
(ii) #(O) < 0, V0 E R. 
Then (1) has at least one 2turf-periodic solution. 
PROOF. Under the generalized polar coordinates transformation (15), (1) is equivalent o the 
following system, 
01 = 00 + 2n~r + A (80) ro  1 + o ( ro l )  , (26) 
rl = ro + ~ (80) + o (1). 
If (i) holds, then from (14) and (15), a+d2r 2 = a+(y+) 2+ a- (Y- )  2 + b+(x+) 2 + b-(x - )  ~, where 
d = n/a+m. We see that r --+ oo is equivalent o x 2 + y2 + oo. Since A(9) ~ 0, there exists 
co > 0, such that rather A(0) > Co > 0or  A(9) _ -co  < 0, for a l l9  E R. Hence, there exists 
Ro > 0, such that for all ro _> Ro, 
0 < [9(2mrqeo,ro) - 2nrr - 9ol < 1, (27) 
which means, that for a+d2R 2 = a+(Yo+) 2+ a-(Yo) 2 + b+(x+) 2 + b- (xo)  2, we have 
(x (2mrc; zo, yo), Y (2mTr; xo, Yo)) # A (Xo, Yo), 
for any A > 0, especially for A > 1, where x(t; xo, Yo), y(t; xo, Yo) is the solution of (1), satisfying 
initial condition, 
x (0; Xo, Yo) = Xo, y (0; xo, yo) = y0. 
Now, Fixed-Point Theorem 3.1.4 [8] implies that the Poincar6 mapping 
P : (x0, yo) -+ (x (2mrr; xo, yo), Y (2mrs; xo, yo)) 
has at least one fixed point (x*, y*), which is the initial point of a 2m~r-periodic solution of (1). 
Hence (1) has at least one 2rr-periodic solution. 
If (fi) holds, then there exists cl > 0, such that 
~(9) ~--51<0, VgE R. 
Hence, there exists R1 > 0, 6 > 0, such that for ro >_ R1, Oo E R, 
rl  = r (2m~r; 0o, ro) _< r0 - 6, 
whieh implies that if ~+(yo+) 2 + ~-(yo)  2 + b+(x37 + b-(Xo) = < ~+d2R1, we have 
a + (y~+)2 + a-  (y~-)2 + b+ (x~+) 2 +b-  (zT) 2 __ a+d2R~. 
Hence, P(xo, yo)" e {(x, v)la+(yo+)= + ~-(Ya-) 2 + b+(x+) 2 + 6-(~K) = -< ~+d~R9" By Urouwer 
fixed-point heorem, we know that the Poincar6 mapping P has at least one fixed point. There- 
fore, (1) has at least one 2mrr-periodic solution. | 
Let a + = a -  = 1, b + = a, b- = fl, f (x ,y , t )  - O. Then, we obtain the following cordlary. 
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COROLLARY 1. Consider (4). Suppose a,/3 satisfy 
1 1 2m 
(2s) 
for some n E N, g is bounded and the following hmlts exist, 
x.~kmoog (x, y, t) = C±. .  (t). 
Let the 2zr/n-periodic solutlon S(t) be defined by 
{ ---~ sin x/~t, 
S(t)  = _~ sin v/_~ (t _ 7r/v~) '
t e [0, ~/v~,  
(29) 
For o ~ R, let the functions ~(o), ~(o) be given by 
(30) 
Suppose one of the following two conditions holds, 
(i) A(0) ~ 0, V0 C R; 
(ii) #(0) < 0, V0 E R. 
Then, (1 3) has at least one 2mzr-periodic solution. 
EXAMPLE. Let c~ =/3 = n 2. Consider the following nonlinear equation, 
x" + n2x + f (x) + 9 (x') = sin kt, (31) 
where n, k C N and 
f (x) = 2 arctanx, g(x ' ) - I x ' I x '  
1 + (x') 2 
Then, it follows from (30) that 
{ --2V~Tr, n • k, { 0, n ¢ k, 
A(0)= -V/~lr (2-cos0) ,  n=k,  #(0)= -v/ -~rsm0, n=k.  
Hence, A(0) _< -v/~Tr < 0, V0 E R Theorem 1 now lmphes that (31) has at least one 2~r- 
periodic solution. 
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